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1. INTRODUCTION 
It was shown by Wiener [l] that if K*(t) ELI(R), where R = (- CO, CO), 
then the spectrum of the operator sza K*(t - U) G*(u) du in Ll(R) and 
L2(R) consists of h = 0 and h = sz- eitd K*(t) dt, where - 00 < f < co. 
This means that if h is not in the spectrum, and Y* ELM, then the equa- 
tion 
A@*(t) - j- K*(t - u) Q*(u) du = P*(t) 
-co 
has a unique solution @* ELI(R). S ince L1(R) functions can behave very 
badly, this gives us no information about the smoothness of @*. It would 
be desirable to know under what conditions is @* as smooth as Y*, if Y* 
belongs to a general class of functions, which have some smoothness restric- 
tions. 
We shall consider the spectrum of the above operator on the spaces 
W2p(R), where s > 0, and 1 <p < co. The space W2P(R) consists of 
functions a*(~), u E (- co, co), such that @p(x) = @* (log x) E W+p(R+), 
where R, = (0, co) and W+p(R+) are the generalized Sobolev spaces. 
The norm is given by 
I 
g$* (log4 -g&4* (l%Y) IV 
l/P 
1 x -y 1-p 
dx dy 
where (T = s - [s], and 
Ilf IhR+) = (Jr kf(X> 1’ d$“- 
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The derivatives are the weak derivatives (taken in the sense of distributions). 
For given K*(t) satisfying very general conditions, we can solve the singular 
integral equation 
for B*(t). 
(The solution is not unique.) Two methods are outlined in the Appendix, 
and in both cases the solution is obtained explicitly in terms of K*(t) by an 
integral formula. It is shown that if K*(t) satisfies a Holder condition and 
decreases exponentially at t = & co, then the same is true of the solution 
B*(t). For example, we can take 
B*(t) = __ $ SW e*1’2(t--w) 
--m et-u _ 1 K*(u) du- 
We also have simple sufficient conditions for K*(t) so that a solution B*(t) 
can be found for which B*(t) = O(e-(llp+a)t) as t -+ co and 
B*(t) = O(e(s-l/P+s)t) as t -+ - to, for some 6 > 0. We shall always assume 
in the paper that this boundedness condition at t = & co is satisfied by 
B*(t). Let 
M(h, s, T) = - h - ri SW exp [($- - s - ir) t] B*(t) dt 
P,(T) = [exp (2ni (S-I+ + h)) - 11-l 
and 
Then the operator 
(I!-*@*) (t) = f= K*(t - u) Q*(u) du 
-co 
is bounded in the reflexive Banach space IQP(R). Our aim is to prove the 
following two theorems. 
THEOREM I. Let s = [s] + u, where 0 <u < 1, u # l/p and h # 0. 
Assume 
(a) M(X, 0, T) and M(- h, 0, T) do not wanish on the lines 
Im 7 = 0, - 1, - 2,..., - [S], - S. 
(b) arg(- M-l(;\, 0, t - iw) M(- h, 0, t - iv)} # 27r ($ - V) (mod 2x) 
for w = 0, 1, 2 ,..., [s], s and - cg < t < ax 
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(4 
is bounded on the lines 
Then 
Im 7 = 0, - 1, - 2 - [S], ,..., - s. 
11 a* ib’;GP(R) i KA 11 CA - T*) @* hV~‘(R) 
where KA does not depend on CD* E W:r(R). 
Thus the operator h - T* is 1 - 1, its range closed, and X is not an eigen- 
value of T*. 
THEOREM II. Assume conditions (c) of Theorem I holds. Suppose that for 
fixed h # 0, and s - [s] = u # (I/p) the following conditions are satisJied: 
(a) If u < l/p, D-l@, 0, T) h as a total of m simple poles in the strips 
-~-u~Im7<-~for~=O,1,..., [s] and is regular otherwise in the 
strips - / - a < Im r < - /. Also, D-l@, 0, r) is assumed regular in the 
sttips -/-(l/p) < Im7 < -G-- oforl= 0, l,..., [s] - 1. 
(b) Ifu > (l/p), D-l@, 0, T) is regular in the strips - / - u < Im 7 < - c!, 
except for a total of m simplepoles lying in the strips - 8 - (l/p) < Im 7 < - 8, 
fore = 0, l)..., [s]. 
(Note in particular the conditions given here imply the conclusions of the 
previous theorem. This follows from a lemma given in the paper). 
CONCLUSION. X - T* is a 1 - 1 operator, the range of h - T* is closed 
and of codimension m in WY(R). ( i.e., the index and deficiency are equal 
to m.) 
In particular, if m = 0, X lies in the resolvent set of T*. 
The results are extended to systems of Wiener-Hopf type equations 
h&*(t) - i Irn K;(t - u) 4$*(u) du = Y**(t), 
j=l --m 
where i = 1,2 ,..., n, on the spaces nnW$?‘(R). 
The Wiener-Hopf type integral equations arise in the theory of linear, time 
invariant cybernetic systems. If f(t) is the imput of the system, g(t) the 
output, and b(t) the impulse response, we have 
g(t) = lrn b(t - u) f (u) du PI, [31* -02 
If the system is a linear time invariant filter, and the input is a stationary 
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stochastic process, in order to obtain the optimal system in the mean square 
sense, the impulse response b(t) must satisfy the Weiner-Hopf equation 
R,,(t) == f= R,(t - u) b(u) du, 
-E 
where R,(t) is the autocorrelation of the input, and R,,(t) is the cross-correla- 
tion of the desired signal and the input. 
In recent years the spaces W GXJ have become increasingly popular, espe- 
cially with people working in the field of elliptic partial differential equations. 
M. Schechter [4], [5], [6], J. L. Lions and E. Magenes [7], [8], J. Peetre [9], 
[lo], E. Shamir [I I] and others have obtained various results for elliptic 
boundary value problems over the spaces Wslp. 
Many authors have also considered the Wiener-Hopf equation over the 
half axis (0, co) [I], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. The results of this paper 
are contained in the author’s Ph.D. thesis, written at the University of 
Pennsylvania, under the direction of Professor Martin Schechter of the 
Courant Institute. The author wishes to express his gratitude to Dr. Schechter 
for his aid and encouragement. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND SOME RESULTS ABOUT SOBOLEV SPACES 
Ifs is a non-negative integer, we define Wspe(R+) to be the space of distribu- 
tions @ over R, such that (dk/d,k) D(x) ELP(R,) for 0 < K < s [31]. The 
norm is given by 
For 0 < cr < 1, we define W”J’(R+) to be the space of functions Qi such 
that @ eLP(R+) = WOJ’(R+) and 
The W”J’(R+) norm is given by 
If s = [s] + u, where 0 < u < 1, we denote by W83P(R+) the space of distri- 
butions @ such that @ E W[‘+l(R+) and (d[sl/&sl) Q(x) E W”lp(R+). The 
W8,p(R+) norm is given by 
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For any set Q in R, we denote by Csm(.Q) the class of functions infinitely 
differentiable in Q, with compact support in 52. If l?+ = [0, co), then Cem(R+) 
is dense in Wvp(R+) for any s > 0. 
We also introduce the space E”*“(R+). E”l”(R+) is the space of functions @ 
such that Jr x-@ 1 D(x) 1~ dx < co. The norm is given by 
II @ II E”‘P(R+) = (1; 1 x-@(x) IfJ dx)l’p. 
Let QP(R+) be the closure of C,“(R+) in ?V@(R+). Then the following 
results hold for 0 < u < 1: 
(a) Wi*P(R+) = PVJ’(R+) if u <(l/p). For 0 > (I/p) there is a proper 
inclusion. 
(b) The functional y : @ --+ Q(O) is defined and continuous for all 
CD E W”*“(R+) if D > (l/p), and @(O) = 0 is equivalent to 0 E W{**(R+). 
(c) For 0 #(I/p), Weep C E”lp(R+), the imbedding being continuous. 
The completion of Csa(R+) with respect to the seminorm 
- (S iOD I @W - WI lP 0 0 Ix--YI1*p dx dy)“’ 
is a Banach space, which we denote by r”*P(R+). 
The results (a), (b) and (c) hold also for blip. We use the results for 
@(Ax) in W&P(R+), and let A+ CO. 
Finally, let us mention that tWp(R+) is a reflexive Banach space, and for 
any si > s2 , we have LWP(R+) C w8~*P(R+), the inclusion being contin- 
uous. 
For proofs of the results about Sobolev spaces, and the equivalent defini- 
tions in terms of trace spaces, see [17], [18], [19], [20], [7], [8], [21]. 
We introduce now some terminology. We say that a function @p(t) defined 
for - co < t < co is fastly decreasing if @ is infinitely differentiable and 
sup -a<t<m 
to -$ Q(t) 1 < 00 
for all non-negative integers Q and 6. The class of fastly decreasing functions 
will be denoted by 3. 
The Fourier transform of a function f will be denoted by Sf or f^. Thus 
f?) = -& j;mf(t)e-it~ dt. 
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The inverse Fourier transform will be denoted by 9-y orfY. Thus, 
If Q, E 9, then @’ E 9, and @’ E 3. Also, @ = (W)’ = (W)“. See [22]. 
In particular, if @ decreases exponentially at -& co, and is infinitely differen- 
tiable, then @ E 9’. 
Next, we introduce the reduced Hilbert transforms. 
H* and H on R, [23]. For x > 0, we set 
and 
By Plemelj’s formulas we have H*@ = F 4 @ + H@. For a fixed p > 1, 
and @ E Com(R+), let (Udi) (t) = etM(et), where - co < t < 00. Let 
(MO) (24) = (FU@) (u) = S(f?@ @(et)) (u). 
U is an isometry between Lp(R+) and Lp(R). M-l is given by 
(M-lf) (x) = dP(P-‘f) (log x), 
where x > 0. Setting x = et, we get 
(Ma) (T) = --& /ym Q(x) x-l+W’-i~ dx 
for - co < r < co, and 
(M-Y) (x) = -$==g sya xis--llpf(~) dT for x > 0. 
If the Fourier inversion formula holds for ULY, where a: ELP(R+), then 
a(x) = M-l(Mo() (x) for x > 0. The following two lemmas are due to 
E. Shamir [ll]. 
Let 
(H,*cx) (x) = x-“H*(y%(y)) (x) = x~H*~zaor(x). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let - 1 + (l/p) <u <(l/p), and suppose Mot ~9’. 
Then 
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and 
where 
wH,-4 (4 = (1 + Pm(T)) * VW (4 
p,(T) = [exp (2ti (U - $ + iT)) - 11-l. 
The lemma also holds for 
$ < u < 1 + $ ;f Srn F-b(x) dx = 0. 
0 
Lmm 2.2. Suppose 
-1++<u<1++, 
1 
O#-7 
P 
p > 1. 
If u < (UP), let @ E C,“(R+), and ifu > (I/p) let @ E Com(R,). If CT > (l/p), 
also suppose 
s 
m x-l@(x) dx = 0. 
0 
Then 
where K is a constant independent of @. Thus, H* are bounded operators in 
B~(I?+). 
We shall also need the following: 
LEMMA 2.3 [24]. Suppose @ ED’(R+), F ELM, where (l/p) + (l/q) = 1. 
Then 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM I AND THEOREM II IN CASE 0 <s < I 
If we let 
B(x) = B* (log x), @p(x) = a* (log x) and Y(x) = ?P* (log x), 
the equation 
I 
OD K*(t - u) Q*(u) du = Y*(t) 
-0D 
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becomes 
i 
m@(t)dt j:Jj-B (s)ys = Y(x) for x >O. 
0 
Let 
(T*@*) (t) = jm K*(t - 24) D*(u) au for -co<t<<, 
--m 
and 
(T@) (x) = jm @(t) dt jr $ B (G) y+ for x > 0. 
0 
Any estimates valid for the operator Ton Ws~~(R+) are valid for the opera- 
tor T* in W:“(R) and conversely. Thus to obtain our results for the operator 
T* in Wzp(R), we have to obtain the corresponding results for the operator T 
in Uldpp(R+). We shall consider the estimates for T successively in the spaces 
,?V’(R+), p*P(R+) and WovP(R+). Since Cow@+) is dense in these spaces, it 
is sufficient to consider only the functions @ E Com(R+). 
Since then @ EL*(R+) and (l/y) B(x/y) EL’J(R+) for each x > 0, where 
(l/p) + (l/q) = 1, we have by Lemma 2.3 that 
(T@)(x) = jm@(t)dt j;$B (G)y% = s,ydy s,yqdt 
0 
=2&j; (,) B x (Ha) (y) $ = (T+@) (x) + (T-D) (x), 
where 
T*@(x) = vi j; B (c) H*@(y) $. 
We used the fact that 2H = H+ + H-. 
THEORFM 3.1. 
This, together with Lemma 2.2 implies that T* and T are bounded operators in 
l+“(R+). 
PROOF. To obtain the inequality, write 
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Similarly, for 11 T*c? IIEO.pcR+j . Then apply the inequality 
which holds if f ELI(R) and g ED(R). 
REMARK. If we assume 
I Co I K*(t) I ewl?a4)t dt < m for e=o, 1, -03 
then we can prove the boundedness of T in W”lp(R+) as follows: If we let 
K(y) = K* (logy), then the equation 
K*(t - u) Q*(u) du 
can be written 
and 
Thus 
for x > 0, ~4 = 0, 1. 
,y 1 !PG)(x) IP dx = /ym 1 ?PG)(et) 12, et dt 
co 00 
= 
f Is 
K*(t - u) e- G(t-u) 
-cc --m 
@(‘)(t+‘) du 1’ et dt 
< !f’m 1 K*(t) I e(llp--C)* dt/ Irn 1 @(c)(et) IP ,t dt 
-co --m 
= 
If 
m 1 K*(t) 1 e(llp--d)t dt m 1 @(O(,) p dx. 
--m If ” 
Since W*vP(R+) is obtained by interpolating between WOlp(R+) and Wl#p(R+) 
we have by [7] and [19, Theorem 3.11 that 
II T IIwo.w+) < (FE [sIm I K*(t) I e(l’p--d)t d ll”)’ 
X (SW 1 K*(t) ) et/p dt)l*‘*. 
--a0 
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LEMMA 3.2 (the diagonalization formula). Suppose 0 < u < 1, CJ # (l/p). 
If (T > (l/p) assume in addition that 
Then we have 
s 
m 
x-h(x) dx = 0. 
0 
x-[(A - T) (XQ)] (x) = M-l[D(h, u, T) - (Met) (T)] (x). 
PROOF. Since 2H = H+ + H- and I = H- - H+, where I is the identity 
operator, we have (h - T) @ = T,+@ + T,-@, where 
(Tf@) (x) = - X(H+@) (x) - ni 1: B (t) H+@(y) $ 
and 
(T,-0) (x) = h(H-@) (x) - ni sr B (c) H-@(y) & . 
Let 
Then 
(T&u) (x) = x-“[ TA*(x%)] (x). 
[M(Tb)I (4 = ~WG%4 (4 = ~G[e”‘“(Tib> @“)I (4 
= -- X(MH,+ol) (7) - mi 6 * F[e(11p4)tB(et)] (7) 
. (MH,+ol) (7). 
By Lemma 2.1, this is equal to iM(h, u, T) * P,(T) . (Mar) (T). Similarly, 
[M(T,7,4] (7) = M(- A, 0~7) ’ (1 + /‘u(r)) * (MN) (7). 
Adding, we get 
[Mx--@ - T) x”“] (T) = D(h, U, T) ’ (MOr) (T). 
Applying M-l, we obtain the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3 [29]. Let g E La(R), and suppose CD is a fun&m such that 
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for some constant M and - co < x < co. Let 
h(x) = & Srn eixg Q(y) dy Ia e-igzg(z) dz = (0 * g^)’ (x). 
--m -cc 
Then 
where A, is a constant dependent only on p. (We say that @ is an LP-multiplier, 
and denote this by @ E AD.) 
Notice that p,(r) E ~2~ if u # (I/p). 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose 0 < u < 1, u # (l/p). If u -c (l/p) let 
@ E C,“(R+). If a > (l/p), suppose @ E Com(R+) and 
I ca x-l@(x) ak = 0. 0 
For jxed h # 0, assume 
(a) M(h,u,~) and M(--,u,T) do not vanish for - 00 <T < CO. 
(b) arg { - M-l@, u, 7) * M(- A, us 7,) # 27r ($ - 0) 
for-03<(7<aL 
(4 
is bounded for - co < 7 < co. Then 
II @ IETR+) G KA II (A - T) @ IIP(R+) 
where KA does not depend on @. 
PROOF. Let a(x) = x-Q(x); (A - T) O(x) = Y(x) and B(x) = A+ Y(x). 
By Lemma 3.2, 
,8(x) = X-“[(h - T) x%] (X) = M-‘[D(h, u, T) * (&k) (T)] (x) 
or 
CL(X) = M-l[D-‘(h, 0, T) ’ (h@) (T)] (x). 
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Notice now that 
J 
II @ IIE-YR+) < K, Ii (A - 4 @ IIEwc+) 
is equivalent to 
or 
II JmD-l * J,fP> II L’(R+) < KA i/ fi hR+) * 
Since U : a’(z) -+ et/p @(et) is an isometry between D(R+) and D(R), the 
estimate will hold iff D-l@, (r, T) E AP by Lemma 3.3. 
Observe that D-l@, u, T) E ~2” iff D(h, 0, T) # 0 for - co < 7 < co, and 
i[~ - iu] t tB(et) dt 1 t 
is bounded. This follows from the fact that 
PO(~) = - 1, Po(- a) = 0, and lim M(h, u, 7) = h # 0. r-&m 
Let us verify that the conditions of the theorem imply that D-1 E d,, . Let 
and 
27ri (CJ - $ + i7) = p(7) 
Then 
- M--1(X, u, T) - M(- A, u, T) = E(h, u, T). 
D-l(X, u, T) = (efi(‘) - 1) (1 - E(X, U, 7) ep(T))-l M-1(& u, 7). 
It suffices to examine whether (1 - eFE)-l E Jekr, for then 
eP(1 - E a ep)-1 = E-1 i 
1 
---ljE.M, 1 - Eep 
and so D-l E dP . It is easy to see that (1 - ewE)-l E A’= iff 1 - ep(?) E(X, u, T) 
does not vanish for - co < 7 < co. Thus, by condition b), (1 - e*E)-l E A9 . 
Next, we show that under the hypothesis (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 3.4 
we have 
II @ b@(R+) < KA II (A - T) @ Ilr~~v~+~ if 0 # $ . i 1 
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Note that for fixed y > 0 we have 
H*twYN = Pi@) (XY) and (A - T) P(XY)) = [(A - T) @I (xy)* 
If mlp(R+) denotes the closure of C,“(R+) in @J’(R+), it was observed that 
the properties (a), (b) and (c) about lPJ’(R+), discussed in Section 2, carry 
over to ~“J’(R+). Combining this with the previous observation and the 
identity 
we deduce that every estimate for the operators H* and h - T in E”+‘(R+) 
norm carries over to the mpp(R+) norm. 
Observe that the condition c x-l @(x) &c = 0 if D > (l/p), which was 
necessary in Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 3.4 becomes superfluous, since we 
use here the E”?p(R+) estimates only for functions Y(X) = 0(x) - @(xy), 
for which always sz x-l Y(X) dx = 0. 
Since W*lp(R+) estimates hold iff WOJ’(R+) =Lp(R+) and mlp(R+) esti- 
mates hold, we obtain that T is bounded in W”J’(R+), and Theorem I in 
caseO<s<l. 
Observing that D(h, CJ, T) = D(h, 0,~ - iu), the proof of Theorem 3.4 
implies that the range of X - T is closed in W”J)(R+) if D-l(h, 0, r) has no 
singularities on the lines Im 7 = 0 and Im 7 = - u, and if 
is bounded on these lines. 
Next, we shall prove Theorem II in case 0 ,( v < 1. We shall need the 
following. 
LEMMA 3.5 [If] [24]. Let 7 = u - iv be a fixed point, such that 
0 < v < u. Then Q---f (MD) (T) is a continuous functional on Wi*p(R+) if 
u # (l/P). 
The proof of the lemma uses the fact that Wl*“(R+) C E’+p(R+) if a # (l/p). 
Suppose now YE C,“(R+). Let 
@(ix) = M-l[F(X, 0, T) * (MY) (T)] (x) 
= X-llp~-l[D-l(h, 0, T) * (MY) (T)] (log x). 
Then for fixed v, 
(MY) (u + iv) = -&= ,yrn Y(8) et/p e-i(u+iv)t dt E 2 
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and (MY) (T) is analytic in 7. (Integrate by parts 
1 
.Iy, 2$ [yl(et) e(l/P+“)t] e+ut &.) 
We shall verify that Y E R(h -- II’) = the range of h - II’ if 
P1(A, 0, T) * (MY) (T) has no poles in - u < Im 7 < 0. If 7 = u + iv, 
and - (T - S < e < 6 then D-l@, 0, T) (MY) (T) is bounded as u -+ & co. 
If D-l(h, 0, T) . (MY) (T) has no singularities in - 0 < Im 7 < 0, then 
3ae > 0, such that E < S and D-l(h, 0, T) * (MY) (7) will have no singulari- 
ties in the strip - (T - 6 < Im 7 < E. Thus, if 7 = u + iw, and w is fixed so 
that - c - E < z, < e, we have D-i(h, 0, T) * (MY) (T) E 9 as a function 
of u, and for real t, the integral 
eiTt D-l@, 0T) - (MY)(T) dT 
exists. For fixed real t, let 
H,(T) = eiTt ’ D-l@, 0, T) ’ (MY) (T). 
Then H,(T) is analytic in r in some region containing the strip 
- o-e<Irn7<6 
Let C be the rectangular contour having corners & V and + I/ - i(u + E), 
where V > 0. Then by Cauchy’s theorem for each t SC H,(r) d7 = 0. Let- 
ting V-+ co, we get 
irt D-Q 0, u) - (MY) (u) du 
=A -mm I ei(U-i(U+e))t D-1(& 0, u - i(, + e)) 
x (MY) (u - i(u + e)) du. 
Hence, if x = et, we obtain @i(x) = O(~-(llp)+~). Similarly, integrating 
H,(T) around the rectangular contour with corners & V, -& V + ie, and 
letting V-+ co, we obtain that Q(x) = 0(x-u/~)--.). Also, @ is infinitely 
differentiable (@ E Cm@+)). Using the expression for @ obtained by the 
contour integration, one can show that II@ /l~,~~~+, < 00. Furthermore, 
Q(O) = 0 if g > (l/p). Since D-l@, 0, T) E .MP , we have 
@ EP(R+) = WyR,). 
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Thus, II @ IIww+~ < co. We can also apply the diagonalization procedure 
to (h - T) @. Hence (X - 7’) @ = Y and YE R(h - T). 
If D-l(h, 0, T) has no poles in the strip - 0 ,< Im 7 < 0 every Y E Com(R+) 
lies in R(h - T). 
Since the range R(X - 7’) is closed, and for 0 < (l/p) we have that 
C,,~(R+) is dense in IV+p(R+), R(h - T) = P,P(R+) and the codimension 
of the range is 0. 
If (J > (l/p), the functional @ + Q(O) is continuous in IV?p(R+) and 
@ E IV;,*@+) if Q(O) = 0. For CJ > (l/p), W;*p(R+) C R(h - T), because 
the range of h - T is closed. 
The codimension of IQa(R+) in w”9P(R+) is 1. Thus, for u > l/p the 
range of h - T contains a subspace of codimension 1. Thus the codimension 
is either 0 or 1. Since the range contains elements Y such that Y(0) # 0 
[24, Appendix 21, the codimension must be 0. 
If D-l@, 0, T) has a pole at 7s) then D-l(h, 0, T) * (MY) (T) will be non- 
singular at 7a if (MY) (~a) = 0. 
Let rk , where K = 1,2 ,..., m, be the simple poles of D-l(h, 0, T). We shall 
show that Y ER(~ - T) r\ C,,“(R+) if and only if (MY) (Q) = 0 for 
K = 1, 2,..., m. (We want - (l/p) < Im Q < 0 because we shall apply the 
diagonalization formula.) 
Suppose now D-l@, 0, T) has a simple pole at 7 = T,, . Suppose 
Y E C,““(R+), and YE R(h - T). Then Y = (h - T) CD for some 
@ E W*gp(R+). Since Com(R+) is dense in W”9p(R+), there exists a sequence 
{Qn} E C,,m(a+) such that @, -+ @ in W”@(R+). Then 
Y%=(h- T)Q?,-+Y in W”~~(R+). 
Let To = u. - iwo , an(x) = X-Q a%(x), and ~Jx) = x-v0 YJx). Thus, 
x-*0(X - T) x%, = ,& . By Lemma 3.2, this can be written as 
~-WA 00 , 4 * w4 @>I = A 
or 
D(h, 0, 24 - +o> - p&J (4 = WVL) (4. 
Observing that (M#?,J (u) = (MY,) (U - zko), we get 
D(h, 0, To) ’ @‘f@n) (To) = @‘fyn) (To)- 
Since 
D(k 0, To) = 0, (Myn) (To) = 0. 
If a < (l/p), then W?“(R+) = W”l”(R+) and by Lemma 3.5, we have 
(MY) (To) = 0. If IJ 2 (l/p), since W”p”(R+) c W”@(R+) for u > u, , we 
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can pick any u,, < (l/p), and apply the previous reasoning to the equation 
(A - T) @ = Y in IVO*P(R+) to get (MY) (Q-J = 0. 
We have already shown the converse. 
Next, let COm(~r ,7s ,..., 7,) (R,) be the vector space of all functions @ 
such that @ E Cam(R+) and 
(MY) (TJ = -& 1; Y’(x) x--~+~/P+ dx = 0 
for k = 1,2 ,..., m. Let Y, , Ys ,..., Y,,, belong to Csm(R+) so that 
det I jYlu,)(~d LM,~ ,..., m f 0. 
Then 
Let w;‘“(T1 ,..., T,) (R,) be the closure of com(Tl ,..., T,) (R,) in WU*p(R+). 
Then using Lemma 3.5 it is easy to see that 
Since R(h - T) is closed in IV*p(R,), we have that 
YE [(A - T) (W”“(R+))] n W;#“(R+) 
if and only if YE w$P(?i ,..., T,) (R,), and w$p(~l ,..., TV) (R,) is of 
codimension m in W$p(R+). 
If 0 < (l/p), then WzP(R,) = W”J’(R+), and R(h - T) is of codimension 
m in W”J’(R+). 
For u > (l/p), since y : @ --+ Q(O) is continuous in W”yp(R+), and 0(O) = 0 
is equivalent to @ E W$p(R+), W$p(R,) is closed and of codimension 1 in 
W”,P(R+). 
Let Y,+I be such that YI,+i = (A - T) C? for some @ E Wm*“(R+) and 
Y&O) # 0. Then 
and 
R(X - T) = ‘v,,, + w;*‘(Tl ,..., T,) (R,). 
Thus, also if u > (l/p) the range R(X - T) is of codimension m in Waft. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM I AND THEOREM II, WHEN 5 > 1 
LEMMA 4.1, The functional cD+@~~)(O) is continuous for k’= 0, 1,2,..., 
[s] - 1 with respect o the W+(R+) norm. 
PROOF. Let @ be any function such that @ E Csm(R+). Let 
e(t) E CsW(- 03, oo), and 0(O) = 1. Then 
W(0) = W)(O) - e(o) = - jr &{W(t) - O(t)) dt 
Thus, 
=- jm &+1)(t) - e(t) dt - jW &n(t) . @l(t) dt. 
0 0 
where (l/p) + (l/q) = 1, and K does not depend on Cp. Since C,,m(R+) is 
dense in Wg*(R+), the lemma follows. 
Assume now that @ E Coa(~+). Then 
-&q(x) =jp(y)$&j;- 
X/Y - t 
= jr B(y) 5 [q +$j;W] 
where B,(y) = (l/y) B(y). Next, for / = 0, 1,2,..., [s] let B(y) = (l/y) B(y). 
(By our assumptions on B(el), D(X, 0, T) is analytic in the strip 
---8<Im7<6.) 
Let 
( TGY) (x) = jr Bl (;) $ jr s 
Suppose now @ E Cow(R+), and in addition 
G(O) = W(O) = . . . = gml-U(O) = 0. 
Then the preceding shows that 
$ (T@) (4 = (T/W’)(x) 
409/I7/2-I 1 
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for G = 0, 1,2 ,..., [s]. If we let 
and 
M{(A, S, T) = - A - I 
I 
m e(11P-s-2T)’ &(et) dt 
--m 
we see that &(A, 0, T) = M(h, 0, 7 -it), and D,(h, 0, T) = D(h, 0,T ---it) for 
e = 0, l)..., [s]. 
If 
I m I K*(t) I 
e(l/p-t)t & < 00 for e = 0, l,...) [s], 
-co 
then by the remark following Theorem 3.1, we see that 
Since also !Wsl) E W8-[Ll*9(R+), we see that X - T maps WP(R+) into 
itself. 
Let now A be the subspace of W@*o(R+) determined by the conditions 
@(O) = qq = . . . = @w-y(-j) = 0. 
By Lemma 4.1 A is a closed subspace of finite codimension in W@(R+). If 
@ E Cam(R+) then as we saw, 
f (T@) (x) = (TcW’) (x) for e = o,..., [s], 
and applying the estimates to TG in case s < 1, we obtain that 
holds for all @ E A n Com(R+). Since Com(R+) is dense in A, and A is closed 
and of finite codimension in W*pp(R+), T is bounded in W8,p(R+). 
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Similarly using our hypothesis and Theorem I in case s < 1, we obtain the 
estimate 
/I@ II R*"(R+) < & 11 CA - T, @ ib'*9(R+) 
in the subspace A. 
Since h - TL8, is a 1 - 1 operator in W8-~slJ’(R+) we see that X - T is a 
1 - 1 operator in lP+‘(R+). Thus the previous estimate holds in all of 
IP*e(R+), and Theorem I is proved completely. 
Now we shall prove Theorem II in case s > 1. Suppose Y E C,m(R+). Let 
@(x) = rlw-[D-l(h, 0, T) * (MY) (T)] (log X). 
If D-l@, 0, T) * (MY) (T) has no poles in the strip - y < Im 7 < 0, then we 
saw in Section 3 that contour integration yields O(X) = O(~y-r/~+c) where 
0 < c < 6. Furthermore, Q(x) E P(R+). (@ is infinitely differentiable.) 
We shall apply now the reasoning to D,(h, 0, T) and the operators Td , 
where 4’ = 0, l,..., [s]. 
We shall next verify that Y E Com(R+) A (A - T) ( IVP(R+)) if and only if 
Y E Com(R+) and YfG) E (A - T,) (w”*P(R+)) for / = 0, I,..., [s] and 
u = s - [s]. 
Suppose that Y E C,“(R+) and Y@) E (A - TG) (We) for 
8 = 0, l,..., [s]. Then there exist functions Q0 , @jr ,..., @jsl E kVp(lp+) such 
that (A - Td) Ql = YcG). Observe that 
as t-co, and 
as t + 00. By Theorem II, proved in case 0 < s < 1, the Qp, ..., oLsl are 
unique, since the hypothesis imply that (A - TG) is a 1 - 1 operator on 
W”~p(R+). Since Ytd) E Cam(R+) we also have @/ E Cm@+) for 4’ = O,..., [s], 
and @Q)(X) = O(P) for / = 0, l,..., [s] - 1. In particular, Qt(0) = 0 for 
d= O,..., [s] - 1. Then 
(A - Tl) G&c) = F(x) = [(h - T) @+,]l (x) 
= (A - TJ @&c) + F /;&(y) dy = (X - Tl) @J(x). 
Our assumptions imply that h - Tl is a 1 - 1 operator. Thus, since 
(A - Tl) Cl = (X - Tl) Qol, we get @, = @,,l. 
409/17/2-II* 
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Next, 
(A - T2) tD2(x) = !P(x) = [(A - T-1) @II1 (4 
= (A - T,) ‘ibll(X) +F J;&(y) dy = (A - T2) @ll(X). 
Thus 
(A - T,) CD2 = (A - T,) q = (A - T,) @f. 
Since X - T2 is a 1 - 1 operator on IV~r(R+), we have 0s = @t’. Similarly 
CD{ = W for / = 0 1 
@PI = &I E 
,..., [s]. Thus @s (‘) ELP(R+) for G = 0, l,..., [s] and 
W.!&,.). Whence Y = (/\ - T) Do, where Do E IPpr(R+), and 
!I’ E (A - T) (lP~~(R+)). 
Conversely, suppose 
Y E Com(R+) n (A - T) (IV-(It,)). 
Then Y = (h - T) @ for some Q, E WQ(R+). Since W”~r(R+) C IV’J’(R+), 
the result of the previous section imply that @ C Cm(R+) and D(x) = O(P). 
Thus 0(O) = 0 and Yi = (h - Tl) @. Also, @i E w”J’(R+). Since 
!P E C,“(R+), again we have by same reasoning that @i(x) = O(e) and thus 
@i(O) = 0. Hence !P = (h - T,) @ll and @I1 E IPp*(R+). Continuing, 
we obtain that Y@) = (X - TG) @ td), @)(O) = 0 and @tc) E WU*r(R+) for 
G = 0, I,..., [s] - 1. Finally Y(t81) = (X - Tc8,) @([sl), and @@I) E I@“(R+). 
This proves the converse. 
Now let Eli, 7ts ,..., 76k be the simple poles of D-l(h, 0,~) in the strip 
- 8 - u < Im 7 < -r?‘, &here G = 0, l,..., [s]. Considerations of Section 3 
show that if Y E Csm(R+) then Y@ E (h - Td) (W’+p(R+)) if and only if 
(Myq tTej + q = e& ,f, y(f)(,) x-l+l/~-~(~~j+~~) dx = 0 
for& = 0, I,..., [s], andj = 1, 2 ,..., k, . Let C&(R+) be the vector space of all 
functions @ such that @ E Csao(R+) and (M@td)) (Tag + i&‘) = 0, for 8 = O,..., 
[s];j = 1, 2,..., K, . Let YJj be functions in Cam such that 
det NM%!!) (7~~ + iQlt - , ,...* , I [81%=0,1*....Cs1 # 0. 
i-l.2 s..., Kc v-l.2 ,... .K, 
Corn(R+) = 1 1 ‘YEi + G.dR+)* 
d=O j-l 
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Let W,$T(R+) be the closure of Cz,(R+) in IWp(R+). By using Lemma 3.5, 
it is easy to see that 
[81 Kc 
Since the range R(h - T) = (A - 2’) (W*p(R+) is closed in W*sp(R+), we 
have 
EW - TN n wx~+) = WXR+), 
which is of codimension 
h,+hl+**~+h~,l=m in WyyR,). 
To finish the proof of Theorem II, we need the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose u = s - [s] < (I/p), and u E Wag*(R+). Then 
u E Wi*“(R+) if and only if 
@) = ul(O) = *** z .w-l)(O) = 0. 
If0 > (UP), and u E W**p(R+), then u E W,$‘(R+) if and onZy if 
u(0) = d(0) = ... u([~l)(O) = 0. 
The proof will be given a little later. 
Suppose now u < (l/p). It is easy to find functions 
@a, @1 ,***, %-I E CoYR+) 
such that if Y, = (A - T) @{, then det 1 Y’id’(0) 1 # 0 for 
j, e = 0, l,..., [s] - 1. S’ mce we have shown that R(h - T) n Wi*‘(R+) is 
of codimension m in Wisp(R+), it follows that R(h - T) has codimension m in 
W89p(R+). Similarly, we treat the case u > (I/p). This completes the proof 
of Theorem II, and it remains to prove Lemma 4.2. 
Suppose first u E W**p(R+) and 
u(O) z!rz uyq = a** czz .w-y()) = 0. 
For any test function @ E c,,~(R+) we have 
- j-r u(x) O’(x) dx = s; u’(x) a(x) dx. 
Let @s E C,,m(R+) be such that lz D,,(x) dx = 1, and let A, = sz Q(x) dx. 
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Set x(x) = Q(x) -- X,@,(x). Then j$ x(x) dx == 0 and six(t) dt E C,,m(R+). 
Let c(x) = E ur(t) dt. Since Q(X) = x(x) -+ A,@,(x), we have 
jm c(x) Q(x) dx = jm 1 js a(t) dt/ x(x) dx + C,X, 
0 0 0 
= CJ, -- j; u’(x) !j: x(t) dt/ dx 
= C,h, + jm 44 x(x) dx = j”? (44 + CA @(4 dx. 
0 0 
Since this holds for all @ E C,“(R+), we must have 
ZI(X) = jz d(t) dt = u(x) + C, . 
0 
Since u(0) = 0, C, = 0 and U(X) = g d(t) dt. Continuing, we obtain 
Z&~-~)(X) = jr dk)(t) dt for k = 1, 2 ,..., [s] - 1. 
Conversely, if u E W”J’(R+), and 
#-l)(x) = j; dk’(t) dt for k = 1, 2 ,..., [s] - 1, 
then 
DEFINITION, We say that u EL,P(R+) if s: 1 U(X) ]P xo dx < 00. We 
shall next use an inequality of Hardy-Littlewood. [30, Theorem 330.1 
Let p > 1, and r > 1. Then iff(x) > 0, we have 
j,/ j:f(t)dt I’+-‘dx < (-&)p j;[.f(x)]“x”dx. 
Since by definition of VJ’(R+) U(~) ELP(R+) for k = 0, l,..., [s], and 
1 u+~)(x) 1 < sg ) uck)(t) 1 dt provided u(0) = .*a = u([~l-~)(O) = 0, we ob- 
tain the following inequalities: 
(p+jp jm 1 u([~])(x) lp dx > jr 1 Z&]-~)(X) 1~ x-2’ dx 
0 
i&u; 
m I u([~]-~)(x) Ip x-p dx 3 
s 
/ ~w-yx) 12, x--29 &z 
0 
(kI;;lP-lP 1s 0 m / UWSI-k)(x) 1~ x-kp dx 3 jm 0 / UW--l)(X) IP X-(k+l)~ dx 
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for k = 0, I,..., [s] - 1. Thus 
and 
,; I uik’(4 P X-([8’-k)p dxd lc;fikl ((rsl --dqp _ ,,“1 Irn 1 u([8l)(x) p dx. 
0 
Whence 
u(k’ EL:([s]-k)#+) for k = 0, l,..., [s] - 1. 
We shall now prove that u E W, [“19”(R+) if and only if u E W[81yP(R+) and 
dk) ELP([+~)~(R+) for k = 0, l,..., [s] - 1. 
Suppose u E W~*ls9(R+). Then there exists a sequence (@Jo}, such that 
@,, E Com(R+) and lim,,, @, = u in the W[81~p(R+) norm. By the preceding, 
we have 
s ; I @Y(X) I 
p x-([“-~)~ dx < C, 
I 
co \ @:c”l’(x) /’ dx 
0 
and thus 
I ; I u(k’(x) I 
2, X-([81--k)P dx < C, 
s 7 
zm(x) 12, dx. 
Thus, if u E W~8]*p(R+), we have U(~) EL?(~+~,~(R+) fork = 0, I,..., [s] - 1. 
Conversely, suppose u E W[81+‘(R+), and U(~) EL~~~~,-~~~(R+) for 
k = 0, l,..., [s] - 1. Let us show that u E Wpl-p(R+). 
LEMMA 4.3. The set of functions u E W@JJ’(R+) such that u(b) are bounded 
and U(~)(X) = 0 for large x, where k = O,..., [s], is dense in Wr81*fl(R+). 
PROOF. Let a(x) be a Com(i?+) function such that a(x) = 1 if x E (0, l), 
a(x) = 0 if x E (2, CO), and 0 < a(x) < 1 if x E (1, 2). 
Let G(X) = a(x/n). If u E W[slpp(R+), let UJX) = u,(x) * u(x). Then 
up’(x) = 0 if x 3 2n and u, E W[81’P(R+) where k = O,..., [s]. We shall 
show that u, --f u in W[81*“(R+). Since the uck) are continuous, the uhk’ are 
bounded. By a theorem of Lebesque, U, -+ u in Lp(R+) and a, * utd) -+ u(‘) 
in Lp(R+) fork’ = 1, 2,..., [s]. Let us show that u:‘(x) * u(‘)(x) --+ 0 in LP(R+) 
for k = 1, 2,..., [s] and 8 = 0, 1 ,.., [s] - 1. This holds because 
(S ; I a:‘(x) . u”‘(x) Ia dx)“’ < C f (j-r I u”‘(x) ID dxf”. 
Thus, u;” ---, u(I) in LP(R+) for 8 = 1, 2,..., [s] and the lemma is proved. 
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Next, let rp E C,,“(R+) such that p(x) = 0 if 3~’ E (0, I), v(x) -= 1 if 
x E (2, co), and 0 < y(x) < 1 if x E (1, 2). Let P)~(x) = p(x/~), and 
U,(X) = vf(x) . u(x). Then u, E WISI+?+). By Lebesque’s theorem, if E --+ 0, 
u,+ u in D’(R+), and vt * u@) -+ z/) in P(R+) for / = l,..., [s]. Assuming 
now that U(~) EL~~[,,-,,,(R+) for k = 0, l,..., [s] - 1 we shall show that 
lim,L, vi” * U(~) -+ 0 in LP(R+) for / = 1, 2,-e*, [s]; k = 0, l,..., [s] - 1, and 
G + k < [s]. In fact, we have 
U ; 1 lJ$'(x) * dk)(X) 19 dxyp < c + ( jZ' jdk)(X) IP d*)liP B 
<c (1 
2r 
c 
/ u’“yx) lP x-dP (jxyp 
P X-Usl-k)l’ & + 0 
as E -+ 0. 
Thus ~1”’ -+ z/) in V(R+) for 8 = l,..., [s] and u, -+ u in Wt81~p(R+). 
Combining this with Lemma 4.3, we see that if u E IV81J’(R+) and 
dk) EI&-,~)~(R+) for k = O,..., [s] - 1, then u can be approximated in 
W[~I*P(R+) norm by distributions lying in W[~IJ’(R+) n l i(R+), where 
G(R+) is the set of distributions with compact support in R, . Furthermore, 
iffis any function in FWlJ’(R+) n $(R+), and if aw is a sequence of mollifiers, 
then f * cl, E Com(R+) and f * a,-+f in iWlJ’(R+). Thus u E ?V~s]*p(R+). 
Next we shall show that if u E Wrsl*P(R+), then u E W/j8]*p(R+) if and only if 
u(O) zz ul(O) = ... = .w-yo) = 0 
First, suppose u E W/j81*~(R+). Since the functional u + u(O) is continuous in 
IWl~P(R+), C,“(R+) is dense in ?V~s]*p(R+), and 
@p(O) = -.* = @wy()) x 0 
if @ E C,“(R+), we have 
u(O) = ul(O) = *-* = .wyo) = 0. 
Suppose conversely that 
u(0) = ... = .@l-yO) = 0. 
We have already shown that uu-l)(x) = fi z@(t) dt and utk) EL~~[~~-~,~(R+) 
for k = O,..., [s] - 1. Thus it follows that u E W~‘Isp(R+). 
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By [17, Theorem 3.11 we have 
w 01; W~~=(R+w(R+)) = W’+YR+) f-l qh?,(R+), 
where B = OL + (I/p), 0 < 0 < 1. 
By [17, Theorem 4.11, we have 
(1) T(p, a; W~‘“(R+),L”(R+)) = W1-enp(R+) if 1-e<+. ( 1 
(2) T(p, a; Wis’(R+),L”(R+)) = W,‘-e*“(R+) if 1 A>($). 
If 1 - 0 < (l/p), and u E FPe~P(R+), then u EL&&R+) and 
W’-yR+) = w~-yR+). 
If 1 - B > (l/p), then u(0) = 0 is equivalent to u EL&&R+). More 
generally, [8, Theorem 6.1, p. 3231 shows that if 
then 
T(p, a; Wt’+<R+), W;lvs(R+)) = WII’“(R+). 
The preceding thus shows that u E W$p(R+) if and only if u E WayP(R+) 
and uck) EL~)([~I-~)~ (R,) fork = 0, I,..., [s] - 1, u([sl) EL!&~,)JR+). Thus, 
if 0 = s - [s] < (l/p), u E W$p(R+) if and only if u E WQ(R+) and 
u(0) = ul(O) = *a* = .w-1~(0) = 0. 
If (T > (l/p), u E W,Ss”(R+) if and only if 
u E W”@(R+) and u(O) z.z ul(O) = *** = .w(o) = 0. 
5. SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS 
We can extend the previous results to systems of Wiener-Hopf equations 
A@%*(t) - Yil jym lc,*i(t - u) a$‘j*(u) au = Y&*(t), 
where k = 1, 2 ,..., m. Let 
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and the Bk*j satisfy the boundedness conditions as before, at t = & co. If 
@ = (@l ) cPz ,...) @,J*, the norm I/ dj 11 is defined by C;-, j/ @, 11. Let T* 
be the matrix of operators 1 T$ I k; j = 1, 2,..., n, where 
T,*,@*(t) = jm K,&(t - u) a*(u) du 
--m 
defined on the spaces W:=(R). Then T* operates in nnW2”(R), where 
&WY(R) is the Cartesian product of W~+J~(R) taken n times. 
As before, we obtain estimates successively in the spaces &P~P(R+ ), 
l&m”J’(R+) for the matrix of operators T = 1 Tk, 1 , where 
and 
Let 
* M,,(h, u, T) = - hS,j - 7s s e’(l/“-u-Wt B&“) dt --m 
where 
s,j = :, 
I 
k=j 
kfj’ 
Let M(h, (I, T) be the matrix 1 M&h, u, r )I; 
E(h, 0, T) = - M-l@, u, T) M(- A, u, T), 
and 
Let e,(h, U, T) be the eigenvahtes of the matrix E(h, u, T). 
THEOREM 5.1. T* is bounded on n,W2p(R). Assume that for jixed h # 0, 
u = s - [s] # (l/p): 
(a) the matrices M(h, 0, T) and M(- h, 0, T) ure nonsingu~ar on the lines 
Im 7 = 0, - 1, - 2 ,..., - [s], - s. 
(b) the eigenvalues e,(h, u, 7 - iv) of the matrices E(h, 0, T - iv) sati$y 
the conditions 
(mod 2~) 
fw v = 0, I,..., [s], s, and - co < 7 < co. 
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(c) 7 rrn exp {[(l/p) - in] t> tB&(t) dt are bounded 012 the lines 
Im7=0,-I,..., -[s], -s for k,j = 1, 2 )...) 71. 
Then 
II @* IIJII,,~~(R) < KA II (A - T*) @* Iln,wyw . 
The proof is the same as for case n = 1, except that we use the Jordan 
canonical decomposition of the matrix E(h, g, T). (See [24].) 
We also have that if condition (c) of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied, and if 
D(h, 0, T) is nonsingular, then h # 0 lies in the resolvent set of T*. 
Details will be published in another paper. 
6. APPENDIX 
We shall briefly outline some results on the solution of the singular integral 
equation 
K*(t) = irn B*(u) ,,-:y 1 - --m 
Full details are given in [24]. 
By a change of variable x = (et - I)/(e” + l), y = (eU - l)/(e” + l), 
if we set 
k(x) = K* [log%] , a(x) = - tin* [log++] 
the integral equation is transformed into 
To solve this equation for Q(x), we apply the results of Chapter 10, and 
Section 1 of Chapter 11 of Muskhelishvilli’s monograph [25]. See also [26]. 
To estimate the behavior of the solutions near the endpoints of the interval, 
we use the results on pages 73-75 of the same monograph. In order to con- 
form to the terminology of [25], we set to = X, t =y, f(t) = k(t)/(l - t) 
and p)(t) = @(t)/(l - t). Th en we change back to the original variable. We 
shall only state some sample results. 
DEFINITION. A function F(t) will be said to satisfy a H-, condition if 
there exist constants C and 0 < p < 1 such that for all t and u sufficiently 
close to - co we have 
(F(t) -F(u) 1 < C ( et - e” I*. 
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F(t) is said to satisfy a H, condition if for all large positive t, u we have 
1 F(1) -F(u) / < c 1 e-t - e-” p. 
CASE 1. Suppose K*(t) E N(K* satisfies a Holder condition) on any 
finite interval. 
Near - co, K*(t) = Ki*(t) ~9’ where 0 < 01~ < 3 and xi*(t) E HP,. 
Near co, K*(t) = K,*(t) e-~~ where 0 < tis < 4 and R&*(t) E H, . Then 
B*(t) = O(P~~) near t = - CO and B*(t) = O(e-mzt) near t = a. 
CME 2. Suppose K*(t) E H on any finite interval. Near t = co, 
K*(t) = Kl*(t) . e-(l+“l)t 
where 0 < a1 < 4 and &*(t) E H, . Near t = - co, K*(t) = J&.*(t) e-zt 
where 0 < 01s < 1 and f&*(t) E H-, . Then 
B*(t) = - ; /l”m e;:;tT’l K*(u) du, 
and 
B*(t) = O(e-(1+9)t) as t-++co. 
If 0 < clz < +, then B*(t) = O(e-ft) near t = - co. If 3 < (us < 1, then 
B*(t) = O(e4at) near t = - co. 
The results of Sohngen [27] and Tricomi [28] on the air foil equation show 
that our singular integral equation can be solved under very general condi- 
tions. 
In our discussion we also needed that 
f ca I K*(t) I e((l/~b-C)t & < ~0 for e = 0, l)..., [s]. --oo 
Observing that 
n-1 
e(k+f)(t-u) _ 
e(k++)(t-u) 
et-” - 1 
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we can write 
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n-1 
= & f e(k+i)t ,ym e-(k+t)u K*(u) du 
1 
(n+f)t 
s 
m e-h+t)u 
--e 
77.2 --m et-u _ 1 K”(u) du. 
Thus, for s 2 1, a sufficient condition that B*(t) = O(e(s-(l/e)+a)t) at 
t = - co is that 
I 
00 
e-ck+)ju K*(u) du = 0 for k = 0, I,..., 71 - 1, 
--m 
where n is an integer such that n 3 s - (l/p) - 4 + 6. 
If for some constant c, such that 0 < c < 1, eCtK*(t) decreases sufficiently 
fast as 1 t I--+ co, and is sufficiently smooth, then we have obtained another 
solution, namely, 
1 
( 
2 
+ 11 
[ecu K*W (0 ” ctj. 
e2n(5+ic) - 1 I 
The proof uses a theorem on the inversion of the order for singular integrals 
and involves a lengthy computation. We hope to publish the details elsewhere. 
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